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Magic angle spinning15N NMR relaxation rate R1qmeasurements reveal that a substantial fraction of residues in the microcrys-
talline chicken alpha-spectrin SH3 domain protein undergoes dynamics in the ls–ms timescale range. On
the basis of a comparison of 2D site-resolved with 1D integrated 15N spectral intensities, we demonstrate
that the signiﬁcant fraction of broad signals in the 2D spectrum exhibits the most pronounced slow
mobility. We show that 15N R1q’s in proton-diluted protein samples are practically free from the coherent
spin–spin contribution even at low MAS rates, and thus can be analysed quantitatively. Moderate MAS
rates (10–30 kHz) can be more advantageous in comparison with the rates >50–60 kHz when slow
dynamics are to be identiﬁed and quantiﬁed by means of R1q experiments.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is anopenaccess article under theCCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
Quantitative molecular-level studies of protein dynamics in the
ls–ms time range are of high current interest, as this is the time-
scale of many if not most function-related dynamic processes [1,2].
This concerns in particular ﬂuctuations into sparsely populated
conformers, sometimes referred to ‘‘excited states’’ [3,4]. In solu-
tion NMR, undoubtedly the most successful method applied to this
end, slow motions are masked by the overall rotational diffusion of
the proteins which occurs on the same timescale. This leaves
mainly isotropic chemical shifts and related exchange-based meth-
ods for its study [5]. Residual dipolar couplings are also an option
for studying slow internal motions [6], however, they do not pro-
vide motional time scales and their interpretation is not always
straightforward. The study of solid samples removes the overall
tumbling restriction, and many researchers have worked on
expanding the solid-state NMR toolbox towards detecting such
slow motions.
Only a few proteins have been studied with regards to slow
motions, as there is as yet no commonly accepted standard
methodology. Some previous approaches emphasized transverse-
evolution based observables [7–10] in 2D high-resolution magic-
angle spinning (MAS) experiments, which in the applicability rangeof the common Redﬁeld treatment could so far only be analysed
quantitatively for correlation times that are much shorter than
the inverse interaction frequency, i.e. around 10 ls and lower.
Overcoming these limitations requires a dedicated slow-motional
theory, as for instance demonstrated for the refocused transverse
relaxation rate R2 in liquid crystals [11]. Comparable treatments
applicable to solid proteins are to the best of our knowledge as
yet unavailable.
The relaxation rate R1q is the observable most suitable for
studying slow conformational motions. The site-resolved measure-
ments of R1q has previously been applied to the study of slow pro-
tein dynamics [12–15], but its quantitative interpretation has
mostly relied on its interpolation between R2 and the longitudinal
relaxation rate R1 [13,14,16]. Such an analysis neglects the explicit
MAS frequency dependence of R1q (see below) and is strictly lim-
ited to the validity range of Redﬁeld theory for all involved relaxa-
tion rates, i.e. it is not applicable in the slow-motion limit. In the
recent work [15], the MAS frequency was taken into account only
by means of numerical simulations, without analytical treatment.
Thus, there is as yet no consensus with regards to the quantitative
evaluation of R1q and the relevance of interfering dipolar spin–spin
contributions [17,18]. We advocate the use of spin dilution by
deuteration [12,19], the alternative approach is the ultra-fast
MAS (>50 kHz) [14,16,20].
Here, we present the data indicating that R1q rates in deuterated
and back-exchanged proteins are free from the coherent contribu-
tion even at rather slow MAS, and demonstrate the feasibility of a
recent analytical treatment of R1q in dependence of the rotation
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of motion. We focus on slow dynamics in deuterated and partially
proton back-exchanged microcrystalline chicken alpha-spectrin
SH3 domain [22], demonstrating that the signiﬁcant fraction of
commonly undetected residues with broad signals in the 2D spec-
trum exhibits the most pronounced slow mobility.2. Theory and simulations
The Redﬁeld theory based analytical expressions for R1q for the
general case of arbitrary spin-lock resonance offset and arbitrary
spin-lock and MAS frequencies were derived in Ref. [21]. For the
heteronuclear dipole–dipole relaxation mechanism, this result
reads:
RIS1qðoffÞ ¼ cos2 hq  RIS1 þ sin2 hq  RIS1qðonÞ; ð1ÞRIS1 ¼
K2NH
10
J xN xHð Þ þ 3J xNð Þ þ 6J xN þxHð Þð Þ; ð2ÞRIS1qðonÞ ¼
K2NH
20
2J x1  2xRð Þ þ 4J x1 xRð Þ þ 4J x1 þxRð Þð½
þ2J x1 þ 2xRð ÞÞ=3þþJ xN xHð Þ þ 3J xNð Þ
þ6J xHð Þ þ 6J xN þxHð Þ; ð3Þ
where K2NH is the powder-averaged squared N–H dipolar coupling
constant (for the N–H distance 1.02 Å it is equal to 5.2  109 s2),
J(x) is the spectral density function, hq is the off-resonance angle
(the angle between the B0 and B1e ﬁelds), xH/2p and xN/2p are
the resonance frequencies of protons and nitrogens, respectively;
x1/2p and xR/2p are the frequencies of the spin-lock ﬁeld and
MAS, respectively. The analogous equations for the CSA relaxation
mechanism are presented in the SI. These equations, as well as pre-
vious theoretical analyses of R1q relaxation in rotating solids
[23,24], demonstrate that the sampling frequencies in the R1q
experiments are the combinations of x1 and xR instead of x1 only:
the dominant contribution to R1q comes from the spectral density
functions J(x1 ±xR) and J(x1 ± 2xR). The numerically simulated
R1q vsx1 dependence [25] show that atx1 <xR, R1q increases with
increasing x1, which can be explained only by J(x1 xR) term.
Thus, R1q depends not only on the spin-lock ﬁeld, but on the MAS
frequency as well.Fig. 1. Analytical calculation of the on-resonance 15N R1q MAS dependence at
different correlation times of motion of a 15N–1H spin pair according to Eqs. (1)–(3).
An exponential single-motion model with an order parameter S = 0.95 was
assumed, using a spin-lock frequency of 22 kHz, at 400 MHz proton Larmor
frequency. The R1q values atxR x1 andxR x1/2 for the correlation time of 1 ms
are not shown since under these conditions the relaxation time is shorter than the
correlation time, thus the Redﬁeld theory is not applicable.The MAS dependence of R1q is the key point of the present work,
as it is highly informative for slow molecular dynamics. Fig. 1 pre-
sents analytical simulations of R1q for different correlation times of
motion. It is evident that R1q in a rotating solid follows conven-
tional wisdom (i.e., behaves like ‘‘normal’’ static R1q or R2) only if
the correlation time is much shorter than (x1 ±xR)1 and
(x1 ± 2xR)1. Otherwise, we observe a non-trivial dependence on
xR. Recently, Lewandowski et al. have measured the R1q(xR)
dependence integrated over all residues of a solid protein [16],
which was found to feature a shown strong, sharply increasing
xR dependence at low xR and a plateau at high xR (60 kHz).
Since their experiment was conducted on a protonated protein,
such dependence was correctly explained by the coherent contri-
bution which dominates at low and is negligible at high xR. How-
ever, in a deuterated protein, the coherent contribution is expected
to be obviously much smaller at lowxR or, as demonstrated by our
data (see below), even completely negligible.3. Results and discussion
Fig. 2 shows the average 15N R1q(xR) measured in deuterated
SH3 domain with 20% back-exchanged labile protons. The relaxa-
tion decays were measured for the whole integral intensity of 1D
proton-detected spectrum (see Figs. S1 and S2 of the SI). The
observed positive dependence unambiguously and without any
mathematical treatment allows for two important conclusions.
First, the coherent contribution to R1q in a deuterated protein is
much smaller than incoherent relaxation even at low xR values.
Otherwise, a negative R1q(xR) dependence would be expected
[16]. Even if one assumes that the coherent contribution is non-
negligible at 4 kHz MAS (which is rather unlikely for the reason
described at the end of this paragraph), it is absolutely negligible
at slightly faster MAS rates due to its very strong MAS dependence
[16]. Note that the coherent contribution at slow MAS in a fully
protonated protein is about 10,000 s1 [16], whereas in the deuter-
ated protein R1q has a value of about 10 s1 (Fig. 2). This means
that the protein deuteration reduces the coherent contribution at
similar conditions more than three orders of magnitude. This cor-
responds to the previously advanced argument in favour of
neglecting the coherent contribution in deuterated proteins
[12,26]: the 1H line width in deuterated samples at slow MAS is
much narrower than in protonated ones at fast MAS. Since for
the latter the coherent contribution is negligible [16], then it is
for sure negligible for the former. Thus, R1q’s in deuterated proteins
can safely be used for the quantitative analysis of internal dynam-
ics at all MAS frequencies, at least larger than few kHz.Fig. 2. MAS dependence of the relaxation rates of the 1D (open circles) and 2D
(solid circle, sum of peaks) signals. Solid line: simulated R1qMAS dependence based
on the ﬁtting parameters of the three-component model discussed in [12],
calculated as an average rate of all resolved peaks in 2D spectrum. Dashed line:
simulated R1q MAS dependence taking into account the contribution of ‘‘invisible’’
signals according to Eq. (4).





















Fig. 3. The relaxation decays at 8 kHz MAS of the integral 1D signal, sum of peaks in
2D spectrum, and the integral of the whole area of 2D spectrum (without automatic
baseline correction). The size of the circles (1D signal) corresponds to the
experimental error, the errors for 2D decays are shown explicitly. The ‘‘2D peaks’’
decay (triangles) was ﬁtted using single-exponential function (shown on the plot by
solid line) since it reveals no visual multi-exponentiality (the R1q of this decay is
shown in Fig. 2). Fitting the ‘‘2D area’’ decay (stars) provides too ambiguous result
because of the low S/N ratio.
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ls to ms slow motions. Otherwise, the xR dependence would be
ﬂat, see Fig. 1. Thus, upon ﬁtting relaxation datasets from solid
proteins that include R1q one needs to take into account a slow
component of the motional correlation function. Note that the
experimental R1q dispersions (R1q vsx1) qualitatively reveal a sim-
ilar picture: R1q increases when x1 approaches xR [15]. However,
these dependencies for separate residues are weaker than the one
shown in Fig. 2. The possible reason of this difference will be
considered below.
The R1q’s shown in Fig. 2 were measured at low MAS frequen-
cies, which are not typical for the modern solid-state biological
NMR since they do not allow achieving acceptable spectral resolu-
tion. Nevertheless, slow MAS was deliberately chosen in order to
demonstrate that the coherent contribution to R1q in deuterated
proteins is negligible even at such low frequencies.
We stress that the observed R1q MAS dependence cannot be a
consequence of the rotary resonance effect [27,28]. To prove this
point, we conducted a series of simulations of R1q decays under dif-
ferent conditions in a model spin system performing a two-site
jump motion, using the Spinevolution code [29]. The results and
their analyses, shown in the SI, Figs. S4–S7, demonstrate that the
rotary resonance may appreciably affect the relaxation decays only
within a ±2 kHz range (given our experimental conditions). Out-
side of this range, the effect is rather small if not negligible.
In our recent work [12] we have ﬁtted a large set of relaxation
data to analyse the parameters of internal motions in the SH3
domain. Comparing the data of the present work with these previ-
ous ﬁndings, we arrived at a surprising and important insight. We
have performed a model calculation of the expected average (inte-
gral) R1q on the basis of our residue-resolved ﬁtted dynamic
parameters (order parameters and correlation times) for the
three-component model of the correlation function (see details in
[12]), considering the experimental parameters of the current work
(x1/2p = 400 MHz for protons, x1/2p = 22 kHz, T = 13 C, MAS
rates from 4 to 10 kHz). The result of this model calculation is
shown in Fig. 2 as the solid line, which is in obvious disagreement
with the experimental data.
The apparent discrepancy can, however, be explained in a
straightforward manner. The simulated curve is based upon the
data for 54 separate signals (backbone and side chain resonances)
which are seen in the 2D 15N–1H correlation spectrum. However,
the SH3 domain has 62 residues, and the overall number of signals
in the 2D spectrum (including multiple side-chain NH signals)
must be close to 90. One possible reason for not observing almost
half of the peaks is low efﬁciency of CP for mobile nuclei. However,
we think that the main reason is in fact the low MAS frequency.
The linewidth of the 2D spectral peaks is MAS dependent [22,30]
and if MAS is not fast enough, some peaks are too wide to be clearly
seen in the 2D spectrum. At 600 MHz resonance frequency and
10 kHz MAS we could identify 44 resolved backbone resonances
[12], while at 24 kHz MAS and the same resonance frequency it
is possible to observe 55 separate backbone signals [31]. Using
INEPT magnetization transfer instead of CP can enhance the inten-
sity of some signals [31] but even using INEPT it is not possible to
observe all possible peaks since some of them are still broadened
too much. At the same time, these ‘‘invisible’’ signals do contribute
to the integral intensity of the 1D spectrum (see Fig. S1). Thus, we
conclude that the discrepancy between the simulated and experi-
mental MAS dependencies in Fig. 2 is caused by these unresolved
signals.
To prove this, we have conducted the R1q measurements at one
MAS frequency (8 kHz) in a 2D fashion. Although at the resonance
frequency 400 MHz and MAS 8 kHz the spectral resolution was not
optimal, most of the peaks could be resolved (see Fig. S3). Fig. 3
presents two types of the relaxation decays plotted using the 2Ddata. For the ﬁrst decay we plotted the sum of the separate peak
intensities and for the second one the integral intensity of the
whole spectral area. In the latter case we obviously have much
higher noise level, but it is seen that this decay matches the 1D
decay measured at the same MAS rate. The decay based upon the
separate peak intensities has a smaller relaxation rate which
matches the simulated trend based upon the known motional
parameters, see Fig. 2. Thus, the comparison of these two decays
conﬁrms the high impact of the unresolved signals to the integral
15N relaxation rate.
The mean relaxation rate determined from the analysis of the
overall integral signal can be expressed as
R1q
  ¼ X  R1qðinv isibleÞ þ ð1 XÞ  R1qðv isibleÞ ð4Þ
where X is the relative contribution of the ‘‘invisible’’ residues to the
integral signal, R1q(visible) is shown in Fig. 2 as the solid curve.
R1q(invisible) is determined, in turn, by the order parameter S
2
in
and the correlation time sin of motion of the ‘‘invisible’’ residues if
one assumes simplest single-motion model for them. Three param-
eters (X, S2in and sin) cannot be unambiguously determined from the
data presented in Fig. 2 – the same ﬁtting could be obtained using
different combinations of these parameters within a wide range of
values. There are no independent constraints to ﬁx some of these
parameters at a certain value. The contribution from the ‘‘invisible’’
residues X cannot be simply estimated from the number of the
missing peaks in 2D spectrum since this contribution strongly
depends on the effectiveness of the cross-polarisation excitation
which can be signiﬁcantly different for ‘‘visible’’ and ‘‘invisible’’ sig-
nals. The parameters S2in and sin can a priori adopt any value except
the obvious limitation 0 < S2in < 1. However, ﬁtting the data may
help deﬁning the limits for the most important parameter, correla-
tion time sin. Our analysis has shown that the data can be well
described only if sin is in the range from 100 ls to 2 ms. This
indicates that some parts of the protein undergo motions that are
much slower than the ones observed using the site-speciﬁc relaxa-
tion data analysis [12].
Fig. 4 presents the SH3 domain structure with colour-coded
R1q’s along the protein backbone. The R1q’s (MAS 20 kHz, on-
resonance spin-lock frequency 8 kHz) for this ﬁgure were taken
from Ref. [19], since the data of the present work do not provide
acceptable spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio for the
site-speciﬁc relaxation rates. Unresolved in the 2D spectrum peaks
Fig. 4. The sketch of SH3 domain backbone with resolved (blue–red coloured) and
unresolved (light grey) backbone residues. Blue–red colour range encodes R1q rates
from Ref. [19].
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unresolved, slowly moving backbone residues are mainly clustered
in 3 different stretches at the N terminus (residue 1–7), the N-src
loop (35–38) and the distal loop (47–48), in some agreement with
previous observations of increased R2 in spin-state selective exper-
iments performed at faster MAS [31].
In order to prove that such slow motions can indeed be respon-
sible for its (non-) observation of signals below and above around
15 kHz MAS, respectively, we present in Fig. S8 simulations of line
widths of a 15N–1H pair undergoing slow motion at different MAS
frequencies using a program described in Ref. [32], based upon
average motional parameters compatible with ﬁts to R1q(invisible),
The line narrowing effect of the centerband in a spin system exhib-
iting slow orientational motions of the different interaction tensors
on the timescale of the MAS rotation is well known [33]. In con-
trast to simple isotropic shift exchange, it exhibits a pronounced
dependence on the spinning frequency, as reﬂected in Fig. S8.
Fast MAS is of course much more favourable for studying pro-
tein motions since it enables to see more resolved peaks and to
obtain site-speciﬁc dynamic data. Yet, there might be peaks that
remain ‘‘invisible’’ even at high MAS frequencies, if they have dis-
tribution of isotropic chemical shifts and/or unfavourable interplay
between motional and MAS frequencies. SH3 domain in fact has
few residues that are not observed at fast MAS. Moreover, some
peaks seen in HS(M)QC spectra at high MAS may become again
‘‘invisible’’ in 2D-spectra recorded using refocused INEPT due to
T2-ﬁltering effect. Thus, it is hardly possible to obtain site-selective
dynamic information on such peaks at any experimental condi-
tions and the only simple way to deﬁne, whether some part of
the protein undergoes substantial slow motion or not, is the com-
parative analysis of the integrated signal and sum of the signals
from well-resolved peaks as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
For a quantitative study of slow motions by means of R1q, one
has to sample the spectral density functions J(x) at rather low fre-
quencies. In the case of R1q experiments under MAS, the lowest
sampling frequency is determined by the difference |x1 xR|.
Because of the hardware limitations for the upper x1 value, one
may easily adjust this difference to any desirable value only if
the MAS frequency is not higher than 25–30 kHz. x1 can be
increased by using resonance offset of the spin-lock frequency
[18]. In this case, however, the relaxation becomes slower, which
requires longer spin-lock pulses and practically this is not always
feasible. At high MAS frequencies (>50 kHz) one cannot obtain
low values of the difference |x1 xR| and hence, effectively studyslow motions. Thus, the moderate (10–30 kHz) MAS frequencies
seem to be an optimal compromise between the spectral resolu-
tion (which for deuterated proteins is rather decent), and possibil-
ity to adjust spin-lock and MAS frequencies close to each other, if
one aims at studying slow motions using R1q measurements.
4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that rotating-frame relaxation rates
(R1q) measured in deuterated and partially proton back-exchanged
proteins can be used for a quantitative analysis of slow ls–ms con-
formational dynamics of proteins at all MAS rates. In the chosen
example of the SH3 domain, an analysis of the integrated signal
intensity reveals that slow dynamics is rather abundant in this
small protein, and occurs mainly in residues that are not resolved
in 2D spectra, i.e., too broad to be detected. Clearly, site-speciﬁc
dynamic information is much more valuable than the integral
characterisation of protein motions. The prerequisite for the for-
mer is a high spectral resolution which is achievable only at (rela-
tively) fast MAS. At the same time, one should be aware that the
analysis of only well resolved sharp peaks in 2D spectrum in some
cases may not provide a comprehensive picture of the slow protein
mobility, stressing the diagnostic use of a comparison between an
integral measure of R1q from a 1D spectrum and a corresponding
average over the resolved signals in a 2D experiment.
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